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Ah, Point #1 by Chevelle, a forgotten classic it seems that you can only really find 
second hand. Very sad. Pretty much the only way you’ll ever hear it is if you find it on 
Youtube; you burgle my house; or you get to know me, earn my trust and get me to 
hand you the music for a day or two after you say you’ll give it back to me. The first 
method is more than doable, the second IS possible but extremely risky so don’t, 
and the third sadly is impossible. Call me untrusting and paranoid, but a very nice 
euphemism I found on Google called people like me ‘vigilant’ which sounds like a 
compliment if anything. I’m wise. Similarly, people with schizotypal personality 
disorder are called ‘eccentric’ when sadly, the rest of the population calls them 
weirdos. As far as I’m aware, there is no euphemism for sadistic personality disorder 
now at least, which I think is fair enough, so don’t be scared. Having said that, after 
Googling the disorder (out of curiosity, don’t be scared) I did once see ‘sufferers’ 
being described as ‘top dogs’. A bit weird, as that could make some people strive to 
be evil! And who’s ever said ‘wow that person is really evil… What a top dog’? 
Hopefully no one. 

Chevelle! According to Wikipedia, Allmusic.com gave the album three stars, but 
‘Cross Rhythms’ gave the album ten stars! Don’t get TOO excited though, whilst five 
stars is usually the largest amount of stars you’ll ever see, suggesting ten stars is at 
very least twice as good as five stars, in this case the reviewer gave the album 10 
out of 10 stars, which sadly for the band, is the same thing as five out of five stars. :
( I mean why would an album that got 10 stars out of five be so obscure? You’d think 
it would be legendary and absolutely amazing. Having said that, I do think the album 
is absolutely amazing, which is why you could be forgiven for checking the 
‘excessive’ rating at least twice to check if it’s right. I checked the rating repeatedly, 
but mainly because I find ten stars in a row to look aesthetically satisfying. ‘Jesus 
Freak Hideout’ gave the album 2 stars, but I wouldn’t pay attention to that. As 
mentioned, schizotypal people are known as being freaks, suggesting there is a 
reviewer out there with the personality disorder mentioned, claiming to be Jesus. 
Would you trust such a person? 

Wikipedia also says Chevelle song ‘Long’ is notable for its twelve second long 
scream. Wow, a twelve second long scream. If you can scream that long, tell a friend 
maybe, but certainly don’t expect to impress those working for the Guinness Book of 
World Records because it really isn’t that amazing. I get how you may not have 
many friends because your music can’t even impress reviewers who are clearly 
mentally ill, but you know has really impressed me at least? Your compositional 
abilities. Not you going ‘aaaaaaargh.’ Having said that, the music may be a bit too 
emo for some, so maybe it could do with a little more aggression. You can at least 
play 12 seconds of ‘Long’ loud in your car with pride and without the risk of being 
laughed at. Although if you found a way of playing those few seconds on loop that 
could get a negative reaction, too. 

The online encyclopaedia says the band currently has only two members. How can 
you only have two members? It says the act has a lead vocalist who is also a lead 
guitarist and there is a drummer, too? Where’s the bassist?? They haven’t had one 
since 2020? And they released an album in 2021?? I’ve been informed by the 
internet that the LP is called NIRATIAS and as it’s all in capitals and is a nonsense 
word too, we can presume that’s an acronym. I wonder what it’s short for? I think it’s 
short for No Instruments Really At-all-in-the-lower-end Thin Is-all Sound. Now I know 
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acronyms usually have one word per letter, but if my version isn’t really a thing, let’s 
make it a thing right now. I could call it a ‘super acronym.’ Let’s see how close I 
was… Ok, turns out the album name is short for ‘Nothing Is Real and This Is a 
Simulation.’ Wow, I was miles away… But I like my version better, now here comes 
the rating: I think 9.985 out of 10! Love it. Bye!


